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Personal Exercise Programme 

 

[Design your own front cover] 

 

[Insert Sport] 

 

[Insert Word Count] – Can’t be more than 1500 

 

[Insert any pictures or evidence of you playing your sport] 
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My Personal Exercise Program 

[CHANGE THE FONT AND THE SIZE TO SUIT YOU] 

[KEEP THE HEADINGINS, BUT DELETE BULLET POINTS AS YOU ANSWER] 

 

Aim and Planning analysis 

- Your Sport and Position 
- What is your overall aim (from your test results) 
- Why is this your aim (relate to your fitness test results) 
- Why is this your aim in your Sport – From your performance data 

(Appendix 10) 
 

- How will this aim help you in your sport (Appendix 1) 
- How long do you have to improve it? (6 weeks) 
- How will you improve your aim through your PEP? (What method of 

training will you use – Explain this) 
- Does this aim match up to your perceived weaknesses (Appendix 1) 

 

Eg. That I missed 5 out of 10 rugby tackles because I was stepped by an opponent.  (linked to a 
weakness of agility) 

Eg. That I made 3 breaks through the defensive line but was caught by an opponent all 3 times and 
was tackled. (linked to a weakness of speed) 

And/or subjectively and in mine and my coach’s opinion 

Or from recent feedback from my coach or dance instructor that at the end of my performance you 
can see my muscles are fatiguing because I am not finishing my moves off, I am panting, the quality 
of moves is deteriorating, I make mistakes (linked to muscular endurance or cardiovascular 
endurance) 

Or quality of performance declines during the end of the game or activity  

Or that 1/5 of my football shots lacked power in the first half of a game but in the second half 3/5 
shots lacked power.  

 

Important to say that subjectively means that it is an opinion and that opinions might change based 
on the observer, environment, opposition.  
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- What did you do first? (Appendix 2) (completed a PAR-Q) From Par-Q, my 
Individual needs are… 

- What did you do next? (Appendix 10) (Recorded your performance in your 
sport) 

- What did you do next? (Conducted Fitness tests) 
- How were these tests chosen? (Appendix 3) (Based on your perceived 

weaknesses and your practical performance (Appendix 10) 
 

- Does the normative data show your perceived strengths and weaknesses 
to be correct?  

- If not, why do you feel like they are?  

 

 

Component of 
fitness 

Fitness test Pre pep score Normative data 
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Method of Training 

- Which method of training are you using 
- What is this method of training? 
- How will you adapt it for you and your sport? 
- What parts of the body will you focus on and why? 

 

 

SMART Target 

- How will you improve (Set SMART Targets) 

SMART My Target 
Specific  
Measurable  
Achievable  
Realistic  
Time  
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Principles of Training 

- What are the principles of training you will use in your PEP? (Specificity, 
Reversibility, Time for Rest and recovery, Individual needs) 

- How will you use progressive overload? (Appendix 4) (Shown on PEP) FITT 
Principle to apply this. 

- PUT THIS IN A TABLE IF YOU NEED TO FOR YOUR WORD COUNT!! 
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Carrying out and monitoring my PEP 

- Describe how you conducted your PEP (Appendix 4) 
- How many weeks have you done?  
- Why have you done it like this 
- You collected Pre test data (Appendix 3 and Appendix 10) 
- You collected Post Test data (Appendix 3 and Appendix 10) 
- What data did you collect? (Reps / Sets / Weight / Heart rate / Recovery 

rate / skills (Appendix 4, 5, 6 & 10) 
- How did you adapt your PEP? (Progressive overload) 

 

Evaluation of the Effectiveness of My Pep 

- Graph to show how your component of fitness improved from week 1 to 
week 6 (Appendix 8) 

- Aim – Did you improve your aim? Compare Pre and Post tests 
- What long term adaptations have happened to aid this? 
- How has improving this aim, improved your performance in your sport? 

(Appendix 10) 
- Did setting SMART targets work? How do you know? 
- Did you meet your SMART Target (Specific)? 
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- Why do you think you did / dint not meet your specific target? 
- Has this specific target improved your game performance? How do you 

know? 
- Which 1 or 2 elements of SMART were the most effective and why (Go 

into detail on this) 
- Which element of SMART kept you the most motivated 
- What evidence do you have to show your sporting performance has 

improved? (Appendix 10) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- How has the specific component of fitness improved your sporting 
performance (Appendix 10) 
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- Was the method of training appropriate for you? How do you know? 
- Which aspect of training was the most beneficial (eg, which exercise, 

which station) and why 
- Which was not as beneficial and why 
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- Was your PEP successful? Did you stick to it? Did you do exactly what you 
wanted to do? 

- How did the PAR-Q help you? How do you know? 
- How did the principles of training help you achieve your aim? 
- Which Principles were the most effective for you and why? (Go into detail 

on this) 
- What would have happened if you didn’t progressively overload? 

 

Recommendations for the future 

- What would you do differently next time?  
- Why would you do this? 
- What strategies would help you improve this component of fitness 

further? 
- Why would you do this? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

- Overall, which element of your PEP had the biggest impact? 
- Did you enjoy your PEP? 
- Has it helped you in your sport? (Appendix 10) 
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